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1. Introduction

”Economics is at bottom the study of how humans spend their lifetimes.”

Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen (1983, p. LXXXV)

An activity-based approach to analyzing consumer behaviour constitutes a fundamental

alternative to the standard product-based approach. It calls for a discussion about time

in economics (Fellner, 2014). Becker (1965) considers time as an input into commodities

whilst Winston (1982) rejects Becker’s instrumental treatment of time and claims that

time spent on any activity can be an end in itself as well as a means to other ends. This

motivational difference is expressed by the notions of process benefit and goal benefit.

Process benefit refers to the intrinsic aspect of an activity, i.e. the value of exercising an

activity. Goal benefit refers to the instrumental aspect of an activity, i.e. the value of

its outcome. Winston describes the difference between process benefit and goal benefit

as “some things are enjoyable to do; some things are enjoyable to have done” (Winston,

1982, p. 193ff.). The central importance of process benefit for well-being was also

acknowledged by Richard Zeckhauser in a short paper entitled ‘Time as the ultimate

source of utility’ (Zeckhauser, 1973). Without using the term process benefit, Zeckhauser

treats it as the only direct source of value. Utility is derived from the disposition of

time, “Here goods play an indirect productive role. They enable an individual to create

pleasure-yielding situations.” (Zeckhauser, 1973, p. 669). More recently, Nisticò (2014)

describes well-being exclusively in terms of process benefit.

In his book ‘Consumption Takes Time’ Ian Steedman provides a rigorous formal anal-

ysis of consumer behaviour in an activity-based model. His main interest lies in dealing

with ‘pure consumption activities’, which are distinguished from paid work and house-

hold production activities. The focus on pure consumption activities distinguishes Steed-

man from Becker’s Household Production Approach and can clearly be associated with

consumer behaviour resulting from process benefit. Steedman shows that incorporating
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an individual’s process benefits alters conventional wisdom about consumer behaviour

and demand substantially (Wadman, 2003).

Expanding upon Steedman’s work, this paper provides a formal model which simul-

taneously incorporates choices over the use of consumption time, as well as quanti-

ties and qualities of products consumed. We pay special attention to the phenomenon

of satiation. Whilst the underpinning assumptions of standard consumer theory rule

out satiation, activity-based approaches often address this phenomenon. Hermann H.

Gossen has already been convinced of satiating effect of reoccurring consumption ac-

tivities (Georgescu-Roegen, 1985, p. 1134ff.). In light of this, Steedman’s model incor-

porated an amount of time for each pure consumption activity where satiation occurs

(Steedman, 2001, p. 22ff.). This is not to say that all activity-based models imply or

deal with satiation. A generalization of Steedman’s framework by Ferrante and Gay

(2003) assumes a preference structure which does not address satiation.

There are at least two further important branches of economic literature highlight-

ing the importance of satiation: needs-based approaches to consumer preferences and

dynamic approaches to consumer preferences (i.e. consumer learning).1 Needs-based

approaches usually rely on differences in deprivation patterns of needs (e.g. lexico-

graphic preferences) from which satiation arises (Lades, 2012). Dynamic approaches

with endogenous changes of preferences are able to provide an explanation for sustained

economic growth in industrialized economies (Witt, 2001a). The corporate endeavor

to address desire, expand consumer wants and avoid satiation was particularly stressed

in ‘The Affluent Society’ by John K. Galbraith (1958). Steedman also deals with en-

dogenous changes in preferences in relation to corporate interests in avoiding satiation

(Steedman, 2001, p. 147). We touch on the effects of such changes in values and prefer-

ences on satiation.

1In Evolutionary Economics needs-based approaches are often combined with dynamic approaches to
consumer preferences (Witt, 2001b).
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Section 2 illustrates consumers’ allocation of consumption time and disposable income.

Based on the importance of available consumption time and disposable income for any

consumer, three situations of relative scarcity are identified. In section 3 variable quality

and use intensity of products are considered in the model. Section 4 provides details

in order to apply the model and section 5 illustrates demand patterns. Explanations

for the existence of phenomena like Giffen goods, inferior goods, steep demand and flat

Engel curves are provided. Consumption time curves are introduced as a new instrument

to scrutinize changes in the demand for products due to changes in consumption time.

Section 6 offers a conclusion of this work.

2. Behaviour: the allocation of consumption time and

disposable income

The decision problem in standard consumer theory revolves around an optimal allocation

of a given budget. Consumption is conceived of as the challenge to choose the right

amounts of goods. This challenge vanishes when all things are free. Consideration of

time reveals an economic problem that reaches beyond standard consumer theory. Even

if there is unlimited material wealth, humans would have to decide about their allocation

of time. This decision problem is so general that it even prevails in the hypothetical case

of immortal individuals: people would still have to decide how to allocate their time to

different activities, within each period. It is exactly this most fundamental and general

decision problem that Hermann H. Gossen was concerned about in his analysis of human

decision making (Georgescu-Roegen, 1985, p. 1137). Accordingly, our illustration of

behaviour starts with the allocation of time without considering a budget constraint.

Consequently, we move on to analyze the influence of a binding budget constraint on

consumers’ time allocation.
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2.1. Consumption activity times

The current allocation of time is denoted by vector t. ti is activity time for activity

i. Total consumption time T is exogenously given.2 As time can neither be saved nor

overconsumed, the time constraint is an identity.

m∑
i=1

ti ≡ T (1)

Spending more time on any activity requires spending less on others, restricting the

choice set to points on the time constraint. Accordingly, Steedman (2001, p. 3) claims

that the consideration of time renders the application of indifference curves in goods-

space irrelevant, because only these combination of goods that lie on the time constraint

are feasible. This is a very small subset of the whole goods-space and consequently con-

sumers do not have to be aware of a complete ordering of the activities- or goods-space.

This reduces the cognitive requirements associated with consumer choice substantially.

To find out about the ordering of points on the time constraint it is necessary to

identify values and derive consumption activity preferences. In this section, we consider

process benefit the only source of value. In section 4 and the subsequent analysis, besides

process benefit, activity quality will be considered as an additional source of value. We

allow for limited interchangeability of the two sources of value and apply the notion of

time use value for a consumer’s preference ordering in activity-space.3

Steedman (2001, p. 22) proposes an additive time use value function consisting of a

separable function for each activity:

Tuv =

m∑
i=1

[αiti − (
βi
2

)t2i ] (2)

Satiation with process benefit of activity i occurs at the point where marginal time use

2A list of variables can be found in appendix A.
3We avoid the term utility as it is commonly associated with perfect substitution of different sources

of value.
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value becomes zero. It is easy to see that satiation with process benefit is determined

by the coefficients αi and βi. We call the amount of time where satiation with process

benefit occurs time target, formally denoted with ai.

Based on time targets, Steedman’s time use value function can be reformulated the

following way:

Tuv =

m∑
i=1

[ti − (
1

2ai
)t2i ] (3)

Marginal time use value of consumption activity i is: mTuvi = 1 − ti
ai

. This marginal

time use value function has the advantage of a simple and straight forward economic

interpretation: marginal time use value depends on the relative deviation of current

activity time (ti) from the respective time target (ai).

In situations where activity time is smaller than the respective time target, marginal

time use value is positive and it decreases with an increase in activity time (ti). This

property is in accordance with Gossen’s first law of diminishing marginal returns of

activities (Georgescu-Roegen, 1985, p. 1134). The marginal value of time use becomes 0

when the realized activity time equals the time target and satiation with process benefit

occurs. If realized activity time is larger than the time target (ai < ti; e.g. paid work),

marginal time use value becomes negative.

∂Tuvi
∂ti

> 0 ∀ ti 6 ai

∂Tuvi
∂ti

< 0 ∀ ti > ai

(4)

The optimal allocation of consumption time, i.e. the highest time use value possible,

can easily be illustrated in activity-space. It is at the intersection of the time constraint

and the equal marginal time use value line (equal mTuv). The equal mTuv line combines

all points in activities-space, with the same marginal time use values of all activities.

Figure 1 shows an example where the time target of activity 2 (a2) is twice as high

as the time target of activity 1 (a1). Consumption time (T ) is too low to achieve

absolute satiation with process benefit (a1; a2). At the optimum, the consumer achieves
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relative satiation with process benefit. In order to reduce the distance between relative

and absolute satiation with process benefit, time spent on paid work and/or household

production activities would have to decrease.4

t2

t1

equal mTuv

optimum; relative satiation
with process benefit

a2

a1

absolute satiation
with process benefit

T

Figure 1: Optimal Allocation of Consumption Time

Under the assumption of constant consumption time T , increases in time use value

can only be achieved when a consumer deviates from the optimal allocation of time, i.e.

in case marginal time use values of consumption activities deviate from each other. The

further away from the optimum a point on the time constraint is, the lower the respective

process benefit and time use value. Due to the consumption time constraint, changes

in activity times must add up to zero. To reach the optimal allocation of consumption

time, consumers have to increase the activity time of activities with higher than average

marginal time use value and reduce the activity time of activities with lower than av-

erage marginal time use value as long as all activities yield identical marginal time use

values. Figure 2 illustrates this kind of behavior.5 We term this process time adaption.

4Substantial reductions in paid working hours have been discussed in economic literature for a long
time (Keynes, 1943).

5The first activity deviates only slightly from its time target (a1 = 1; t1 = 0.8), the second one much
more strongly (a2 = 2; t2 = 0.8). This implies that the marginal time use value of activity 1 is lower
than that of activity 2. The consumer will increase activity time 2 and reduce activity time 1, until
the point where marginal time use values for both activities are equal is reached (i.e. the optimum
t1’; t2’).
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t2

t1

equal mTuv

optimum

a2

a1

t2

t1

t2’

t1’

T

Figure 2: Behaviour Without a Restricting Budget Constraint

We now turn to consumers who are unable to reach their optimal allocation of time

due to their budget constraint. The allocation of pure consumption time has no effects

on disposable income (M) which is assumed to be exogenously given. Amounts of goods

xj multiplied by their respective prices pj have to be equal or less than disposable income

M .

n∑
j=1

pjxj 6M (5)

Activity costs per unit of activity time are denoted by ci. In case of constant activity

costs per unit of activity time, the budget constraint in activity-space is:

m∑
i=1

citi 6M (6)

The sum of consumption activity times multiplied by the respective activity costs must

be equal or less than disposable income. Put differently, the sum of consumption activity

expenditure ei(= citi) must be equal or smaller than disposable income:
∑m

i=1 ei 6M .
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The slope of the budget constraint in activity-space depends on relative activity costs

per unit of activity time. Suppose that activity costs of activity 2 (c2) are twice as much

as activity costs of activity 1 (c1). Figure 3 shows an arbitrary initial distribution of

activity time (t1; t2) that the consumer can not afford.6 The consumer has to substitute

activity times to reach a balanced budget: activities with above average activity costs

(ci > c) have to be reduced and activities with below average activity costs (ci < c) have

to be expanded appropriately. In figure 3, an adaption of activity times to point t1*,t2*,

at the intersection of the time constraint T with the money constraint M , is necessary.

t2

t1

equal mTuv

maximum

t2

t1

t2*

t1*

T
M

Figure 3: Behavior in Case of a Restricting Budget Constraint

We term adjustment of activity times to meet the budget constraint time-costs adap-

tion. As the consumer moves away from his optimum, time use value decreases.

2.2. Situations of relative scarcity

The fact that consumers face an independent time constraint besides the budget con-

straint has considerable implications. Depending on the relative importance of the bud-

get constraint three equilibrium conditions can be distinguished. Figure 4 illustrates

6In case of an activity with 0 activity costs the budget constraint would run parallel to the respective
activity axis.
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them graphically.

t2

t1

equal mTuv

t2,opt

t1,opt

A

∑m
i=1 ei,opt < M

Equilibrium A

T
M

t2

t1

equal mTuv

t2,opt

t1,opt
T

M

B

∑m
i=1 ei,opt = M

Equilibrium B
t2

t1

equal mTuv

t2

t1
T

M

C

∑m
i=1 ei,opt > M

Equilibrium C

Figure 4: Situations of Relative Scarcity

At equilibrium A the consumer’s income M is higher than total activity expenditure

at the optimal activity times (
∑m

i=1 ei,opt < M). Due to a lack of consumption time the

consumer is forced to save the residual amount of money. Consumers in equilibrium A

are characterized by relative time scarcity. Under the assumption that absolute satiation

with process benefit has not been reached, an increase in time use value requires more

consumption time (T ).

At equilibrium B the consumer’s budget is balanced at the optimal activity times

(
∑m

i=1 ei,opt = M). Consumers in equilibrium B are characterized by relative satiation

and none of the restrictions dominate the allocation of time. In equilibrium A as well

as in equilibrium B satiation with products and relative satiation with process benefit

apply.

At equilibrium C consumers can not afford the optimal activity times (
∑m

i=1 ei,opt >

M). The budget constraint is binding at a suboptimal allocation of consumption time.

Consumers in equilibrium C are characterized by relative money scarcity. An increase

in disposable income would allow them to increase their time use value - satiation with

products and relative satiation with process benefit do not apply.
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3. Activity quality

For most activities the assumption of constant activity costs per unit of activity time does

not apply. In order to take variations in activity costs into account, we have to identify

what determines activity costs. The vector of activity costs results from the necessary

amounts of input goods to perform consumption activities (matrix G) multiplied by the

prices of the respective goods (vector p).

c = G ∗ p (7)

Both the necessary amounts of input goods as well as their prices may change. In

the following subsection we deal with those two reasons for changes in activity costs

separately, and together, we refer to them as activity quality.

3.1. Changes in activity costs

Matrix G results from the technical ability of goods to enable activities. The elements

of matrix G are not fixed quantities. Changes in use intensity affect the elements of

matrix G and cause the quantities of input goods per unit of activity time to vary.7 A

household which increases the number of TV sets from one to three whilst keeping TV

time of all family members constant reduces use intensity of TV sets in the household

by two-thirds. Shared usage of products, such as car sharing and the repair of faulty

products, increases their use intensity. A high level of use intensity reduces the amount

of goods demanded whilst a low level increases demand. We call changes in use intensity

quantity adjustments. Such quantity adjustments are limited by technical features of

products such as their potential life span. Planned obsolescence and short product life

cycles increase the minimum amount of goods per unit of activity time.

Based on the assumption that people are more or less susceptible to fashion we il-

7Steedman (2001, p. 13ff.) uses the term rates of consumption instead of use intensity.
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lustrate how quantity adjustments are modeled. The elements of matrix G may vary

within a certain range. Some very fashion conscious people may wear clothes only as

long as they meet current fashion requirements (e.g. for one season). Others who care

less about fashion might use the same clothes as long as they are functional. Use inten-

sity of activity i is defined to be in the range [−1 6 ui 6 1]. To renew a pair of shoes or

any other piece of attire only when they have been completely worn out, for example,

represents the highest use intensity of 1. Replacing them any earlier decreases their use

intensity. Knowing the maximum and minimum possible amount of input goods allows

one to calculate a vector containing the percentage effects of the level of use intensity on

quantities of goods (dg). Relative effects of variations in use intensity on the amounts

of input goods (gI) are calculated the following way:

gI = 1− dg ∗ u, u ∈ <[−1, 1] (8)

The vector of activity costs becomes a function of use intensity. Equation 7 changes

to:8

c(u) = gI(u) ∗ (G ∗ p) (9)

Matrix G in equation 9 represents the necessary amounts of goods at use intensity 0.

Besides quantities, the prices of goods also affect activity costs. To watch TV with

a large flat screen, live in a big house or drive a sport utility vehicle (SUV) increases

the respective activity costs compared to using cheaper input goods which perform the

same task. Without knowing anything about the intrinsic properties of goods, standard

consumer theory considers products with different prices to be fundamentally different

(Lancaster, 1966, p. 132). Variable quality has been an important and heavily debated

issue in consumer theory for a long time. Wadman (2000) gives an extensive overview

8A brief note concerning notation: multiplication of two vectors x ∗ y gives the entrywise product (also
known as Hadamard product or Schur product).
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of the literature about variable quality, stating that any treatment of variable quality

hinges on a precise definition of the relations of goods. We claim that activities provide

a solid ground for defining relations of goods: products which perform a similar task

with respect to an activity are substitutes. Such goods constitute a group of goods with

variable quality and price.

Consumers are used to large varieties of products which allow one to perform similar

tasks. For example, almost all mobile phones allow to perform phone calls, send messages

and surf on the internet, i.e. perform a similar task and enable the activity ‘mobile

communication’. Nevertheless, the differences in price of mobile phones are substantial.9

To deal with groups of goods rather than goods themselves implies that the elements

of price vector p are not prices of single products but groups of goods with variable

quality.10 Houthakker (1952), one of the early proponents of research about variable

quality, proposed a model where the prices of goods, within each group of goods, are

a positive linear function of quality. In accordance with Houthakker we use a linear

function to relate quality and price. The cheapest (pmin) and most expensive (pmax)

goods determine the range of prices for each group of goods and within this range

[pmin, pmax], consumers can adjust quality. We term this process of adjustment quality

adjustment. It determines the price vector. Quality is defined in the range [−1 6 qi 6 1].

The price of input good j is a function of quality of activity i:

pj,i =
pj,max − pj,min

2
∗ qi +

pj,max + pj,min

2
, qi ∈ <[−1, 1] (10)

As the prices of goods vary with quality, the respective activity costs vary accordingly.

9It might be argued that use intensity and quality are interrelated. A model that incorporates technical
progress would have to specify that relation. For example gradual quality-improvements of mobile
phones might be a reason for the reduction of their use intensity to less than two years in many high
income countries. Even though the interrelatedness of use intensity and quality is an interesting topic
as such, our model does not deal with technological progress.

10Steedman (2001, p. 70) mentions quality of input goods in passing and treats an activity with different
input goods as separate activities. Groups of goods with variable quality allow us to tackle all possible
combinations of input goods without increasing the amount of activities substantially.
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Due to quantity and quality adjustments, activity costs become a function of use intensity

and product quality. Equation 9 changes to:

c(u, q) = gI(u) ∗ (G ∗ P (q)) (11)

3.2. Budget plane

In a two-activities case with quality and quantity adjustments, the budget constraint

changes from a straight line (constant activity costs) to a plane. The magnitude of the

plane is determined by the combined range of potential quality and quantity adjustments,

i.e. the plane describes activity quality graphically. Figure 5 illustrates a case where the

total range of possible adjustment of activity 2 is exactly twice as large as the range of

adjustment of activity 1. The bold section of the time constraint illustrates that both

the consumption time constraint and the income constraint are met. The consumer’s

set of choices lies within this section.

t2

t1

equal mTuv

t2*

t1*

t2’

t1’

T

M

Figure 5: Quantity and Quality Adjustment

The potential for quality and quantity adjustments has been described as a technical

feature of products. Such a technically determined budget plane might be huge. Consider,
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for example, activities at home. Those activities might be performed at a very small,

cheap apartment or at someone’s private castle, resulting in a massive technical range

of activity costs. Similarly, people can go to the pub to meet friends by public transport

or by a privately owned Ferrari. When someone highly values high activity quality, it

seems virtually impossible that the desired activity quality is achieved.

The technically determined budget plane can be misleading when it comes to the

analysis of behaviour. An individual’s budget plane might be substantially smaller.

Various reasons for limiting the choice set of people have been identified and examined,

particularly in Institutional Economics and Social Psychology (e.g. Hodgson, 1997).

People who have achieved a certain level of activity quality in the past might reject

lower activity quality. Such acquired consumption practices constitute minimum stan-

dards and reduce the size of the budget plane. Beyond the individual, social norms are

an important factor determining the acceptable range of activity quality. Social norms

are related to culture and group affiliation and they play a substantial role in the creation

of a sense of identity and belonging.

Someone who wins the lottery is unlikely to move from a tiny flat to a privately owned

castle, even though it would be affordable. Such a move might be perceived as snobbish

by the person’s peers and threaten the person’s sense of identity and belonging. Thus,

the person may confine herself/himself to something considered more socially acceptable

such as moving to a larger flat. Someone performing activities away from home can

choose various modes of transport. The individual budget plane of someone refusing

individual modes of transport for ecological reasons is quite different from the respective

technical budget plane.

In order to account for an individual’s limits of activity quality, it is necessary to

analyze behaviour in terms of an individual’s budget plane. The previous considerations

imply that an individual’s budget plane is substantially smaller than the technical budget

plane.
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The fact that we do not deal with (endogenous) changes in peoples’ time targets

and budget planes in the formal model does not imply that they are considered static.

To consider that time targets and budget planes are subject to change has important

implications for economic policy. Particularly in Ecological Economics and Degrowth

research policy measures are proposed which explicitly try to prevent consumers from

constantly increasing demand (e.g. Kallis, 2011). In our terminology, measures like

regulating advertising try to prevent that consumers constantly increase their aspired

level of activity quality.

3.3. Activity quality and time use value

So far, time use value has been associated with activity time (i.e. process benefit)

exclusively. Considering activity quality calls for defining its influence on time use value.

In principle the impact of process benefit and activity quality on time use value can be

twofold. The two sources of value can either be interchangeable (i.e. substitutes) or

hierarchical (i.e. supplements).

In the instance that they are interchangeable, it is necessary to reformulate the time

use value function so as to account for activity quality.11

When process benefit and activity quality are hierarchical, either process benefit or

activity quality are superior. A consumer, primarily interested in process benefit (i.e.

the desired allocation of time), chooses their highest process benefit possible and activity

quality is adjusted accordingly. The consumer in figure 5 chooses point t1*, t2* where

activity quality and activity costs are at their minimum. Consumers primarily interested

in activity quality choose the highest level of individual activity quality possible. Activity

times are adjusted accordingly. The consumer in Figure 5 chooses point t1’, t2’. At this

point satiation with activity quality is achieved. For a consumer primarily interested in

11Time use value of activity i becomes a function of activity time and activity quality, Tuvi(ti, qi).
Consequently the slope of the equal mTuv function changes at the lower and upper edge of the
budget plane.
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activity quality the concept of a budget plane is redundant. Such a consumer faces a

linear budget constraint in a two-activities case, i.e. the bold dashed line in Figure 5.

The impact of process benefit and activity quality on time use value does not need

to be of the same kind for all activities. Some activities might be characterized by

interchangeable process benefit and activity quality; some by superior process benefit

and some by superior activity quality. We refer to these three kinds of activities as

composite activities, process benefit activities and activity quality activities respectively.

The subsequent analysis of behaviour and demand is confined to hierarchical sources of

value, i.e. process benefit activities and activity quality activities.12 Composite activities

(i.e. interchangeable sources of value) can be thought of as intermediates with respect

to behaviour and its consequences (i.e. activity quality and demand for products).

3.4. Activity quality and the situations of relative scarcity

The previous analysis has shown that consumers face one out of three situations of rela-

tive scarcity (i.e. equilibria). Combining the three equilibria with an individual’s budget

plane allows us to illustrate behavioural reactions to changes in disposable income, prices

and consumption time.

In the subsequent two-activities example, activity 1 is an activity quality activity (i.e.

activity quality is always at the desired level) and activity 2 a process benefit activity.

Consider a consumer who is, before and after any changes in prices, disposable income

or consumption time, in a situation of relative time scarcity (equilibrium A). In this

instance, the budget plane of this consumer lies further away from the point of origin

than equilibrium A, activity quality of activity 2 is at its maximum and the consumer

is forced to save (see figure 6). This consumer is characterized by relative satiation with

process benefit and satiation with products. An increase in individual time use value

12To confine the analysis to hierarchical sources of value allows us to stick to the established time use
value function which does not consider activity quality. Consequently the slope of the equal mTuv
remains constant.
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requires an increase in consumption time (T ), i.e. reductions in working hours. Changes

in disposable income or prices don’t affect the consumer’s behaviour as long as they are

low enough not to move the consumer into equilibrium B.

When a consumer faces relative satiation (equilibrium B), the optimal allocation of

time lies inside the budget plane. Changes in income, prices and consumption time will

be compensated by changes in activity quality of activity 2. Relative satiation with

process benefit is achieved. As long as the consumer’s optimal activity times lie inside

the budget plane, the consumer is not forced to deviate from the optimal allocation of

consumption time.

Suppose a consumer is, before and after any changes in prices, disposable income

or consumption time, in a situation of relative money scarcity (equilibrium C). The

budget plane of such a consumer lies closer to the point of origin than the optimal

allocation of time. The consumer’s activity quantity of activity 2 (i.e. a process benefit

activity) is at its minimum. Activity times deviate from the optimal allocation of time

to avoid a violation of the budget constraint (see figure 6). Neither relative satiation

with process benefit nor satiation with products is achieved. Changes in income, prices

and consumption time cause adaption of activity times.

t2

t1

equal mTuv

t2,opt

t1,opt
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∑m
i=1 ei,opt < M

Equilibrium A

T
M
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t2,opt

t1,opt
T

M

B

∑m
i=1 ei,opt = M

Equilibrium B
t2

t1

equal mTuv

t2

t1
T

M

C

∑m
i=1 ei,opt > M

Equilibrium C

Figure 6: Budget Plane and Situations of Relative Scarcity
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4. Application of the model

In order to apply the model, we assume that consumers value quality of input goods and

their use intensity equally. Determination of activity costs can consequently be reduced

to a single variable. Changes in quality of input goods and their use intensity effect

activity costs in opposite directions. Therefore, use intensity ui can be substituted with

−qi for all activities. The calculation of vector gI (equation 8) changes to:

gI = dg ∗ q + 1 (12)

The equation for activity expenditure becomes:

ei = ti ∗ ci(qi) (13)

After this transformation, qi is no longer the quality of a group of goods. It has to be

interpreted as activity quality of activity i. In order to simplify the model we further

assume equal activity quality for all process benefit activities.13 Vector q changes to a

scalar.

In section 5, we illustrate properties of consumer behaviour based on a numerical

example defined by a set of parameters.14 The idea behind this set of parameters is to

illustrate behavioural patterns as simply as possible and for all three situations of relative

scarcity, illustrated in section 3.4. The consumer can choose between three consumption

13Despite this assumption, we take differences in activity quality preferences into account via the dis-
tinction between process benefit activities and activity quality activities.

14To make sure that consumption activity times and amounts of input goods do not take negative values
requires an algorithmic approach. The possibility of negative values results from the existence of two
independent constraints in a model for three or more activities. The time constraint may intersect
the budget plane in negative areas. To prevent negative values of activity times requires taking into
account the opportunity to quit activities (i.e. corner solutions) in case of a too small amount of
disposable income. Quitting activities as well as including new ones, in case of changes in disposable
income, calls for discrete decisions. The appropriate calculation of model results is explained in detail
in appendix B.
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activities. Matrix G (i.e. consumption technology) is an identity matrix. This implies

that each consumption activity requires only one input good. Consequently, changes

in activity times can be interpreted as changes in the demand for the respective input

good. Activity costs per unit of time at activity quality 0 are c = (2; 1; 0.5) money units

respectively. Time targets are a = (0.4; 0.6; 1) time units respectively. Consumption

time (T ) is equal to 1 and available income is 1 money unit (M = 1). The budget plane

of the consumer can be described the following way: activities 1 and 2 are process benefit

activities. There range of quality and quantity adjustments is 10 percent. In order to

isolate the effects of quality adjustments and quantity adjustments in the subsequent

graphs, activity 2 only allows for quantity adjustments (i.e. use intensity variations)

and activity 1 only allows for quality adjustments. As the price for input good 1 is

2 money units at quality 0, the maximum price for input good 1 is 2.2 money units

(p1,max = 2.2) and the minimum price is 1.8 money units (p1,min = 1.8). Activity 3 is

an activity quality activity, the aspired level of activity quality predetermines activity

costs.

5. Demand

In this section we scrutinize behavioural reactions to changes in conditions (i.e. prices,

income and consumption time). Demand curves, Engel curves and consumption time

curves are illustrated graphically. Consumption time curves depict changes in consumed

quantities due to an increase or reduction in consumption time.

Figure 7 illustrates the effects of variations in disposable income on demand. For each

input good (1,2,3) an Engel curve is derived. In situations of relative time scarcity (A)

consumers’ disposable income is higher than their expenditure. Increases or decreases

in income do not affect activity times and the amount or composition of input goods

consumed. Activity times also stay the same in situations of relative satiation (B).

Changes in available income are compensated by appropriate adjustments of quality,
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Figure 7: Engel Curves

in case of activity 1, and quantity, in case of activity 2. A decrease in income causes

use intensity of good 2 to increase and the demand for good 2 to fall. In case of input

good 1 (quality adjustment), demand stays the same but decreases in income force the

consumer to switch to a lower-quality (i.e. cheaper) input good. In the instance that

the consumer has exhausted all possible quality and quantity adjustments and income is

still decreasing, the consumer faces relative money scarcity (C). The only chance to save

is to reduce activity time for expensive activities in favor of cheap ones. The consumer

reduces activities with costs above average (activity 1) and increases activities with costs

below average (activities 2 and 3). The slope of the curves in situation of relative money

scarcity depends on the deviation of activity costs from average activity costs. Activity

2 is slightly below average and activity 3 substantially so. At an income level of about

0.64 money units the expensive activity 1 ceases and the new average costs determine

the new substitution relation (slopes of the curves) until disposable income only allows

for the cheapest activity to be exercised.
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From our results, it is very clear that income elasticities are not constant and vary when

income changes (Lades, 2012). Goods with income elasticities above unity, between unity

and zero and below zero are called luxuries, necessities and inferior goods respectively.

Lades (2012) complains that neoclassical consumer theory has failed to explain why

goods can be attributed to any of those classes and why income elasticities change with

rising income. Our model provides an explanation for both questions: income elasticities

of goods depend on the situation of relative scarcity, the potential for quality adjustments

and on relative activity costs.

Engel curves in case of relative time scarcity or relative satiation turned out to be

flat or horizontal. Although mainly neglected in standard consumer theory, empirical

studies show the relevance of flat or even horizontal Engel curves (Moneta and Chai,

2014). Such empirical findings support the claim that satiation with products is an

empirically relevant phenomenon.
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Figure 8: Demand Curve Good 1 and Demand for Good 2 and 3

Figure 8 illustrates the demand curve for input good 1. Again, the price of good 1 is
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varied in such a range that the consumer faces all three situations of relative scarcity.

To illustrate the interactions between the three activities we have to plot them together.

Demand for activity 1 is vertical in case of situation A and B. Activity times stay

constant at the time targets. Price changes under relative satiation (B) are compensated

by quality adjustments of input good 1 and quantity adjustments of input good 2 (i.e.

falling demand).

The case of relative money scarcity (i.e. situation C) deserves special attention. As

activity 1 is an expensive activity (i.e. input good 1 is expensive), its demand curve is

negative and activity time declines with the increase in price of input good 1. Relatively

cheap activities would show increasing demand curves and rising activity times. The

slope of the demand curve depends on the relative deviation of activity costs from average

activity cost. Besides an income effect there is also a substitution effect, which results

from the relative change in expensiveness (or inexpensiveness) of an activity. When the

price of activity 1 goes up, it becomes an even more expensive activity, relative to the

other activities, and activity costs per unit of activity time (c1) increase as well as its

deviation from average activity costs (c).15 The substitution effect always works in the

same direction. In case of an increasing price it reduces the amount of input goods

consumed, irrespective of the direction of the income effect.

To sum up, in case of situation A and B only income effects exist and activity times

stay constant. Demand curves are vertical except for one case: activities with quantity

adjustments show a falling demand curve in situations of relative satiation (B). Although

largely ignored in standard consumer theory, Lavoie (1994) shows that vertical demand

curves are an important phenomenon empirically. In situation C demand curves of input

goods for relatively cheap activities are positively sloped. Consequently, input goods 2

and 3 are Giffen goods in situation C. These results show that Giffen goods should not

be ignored or treated as very unlikely, insignificant occurrences. Demand curves for

15The relative increase of c1 to c depends on the number of activities (m). Consequently, the substitution

effect increases proportionally to the number of alternatives (i.e. activities) (∆c =
∆pj
m

).
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input goods of expensive activities are negatively sloped in situation C. Input good 1

is therefore an ordinary good. Substitution effects only exist in case of relative money

scarcity.

The model predicts that the slope of demand curves may even switch sign. Demand

curve for input good 2 would be increasing in situation C and decreasing in situation B.
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Figure 9: Consumption Time Curves

Figure 9 illustrates the demand for products associated with an increase or decrease

in consumption time. Such variations in consumption time result, for example, from

changes in (normal) paid working hours. Variations in consumption time (T ) are repre-

sented graphically by a shifting time constraint. Due to the fact that the time constraint

is always binding, shifts of the time constraint have effects on activity times and the as-

sociated requirement for input goods in all three situations of relative scarcity. So far

the available amount of time was one (T = 1). In figure 9 consumption time ranges from

0.5 to 1.5 units of time.
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In situations of relative time scarcity (A) an increase in the available amount of time

increases activity times and amounts of input goods consumed, in proportion to the time

targets. Process benefit increases and the gap between relative and absolute satiation

with process benefit decreases. At a time availability of 0.98 (i.e. relative satiation - B),

the consumer has to adjust quality and quantity of input goods to finance further pro-

portionate increases in activity times. Even though activity times of all three activities

increase at the same rates as before, the demand for good 2 decreases slightly. This is

due to quantity adjustments (i.e. increasing use intensity). As activity 3 does not allow

for quality or quantity adjustments, increases in activity time 3 have to be financed by

quantity adjustments of activity 2 and quality adjustments of activity 1. In situations

of relative money scarcity (C) increases in consumption time have to be financed by

changes in activity times, according to activity costs.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposes a formal activity-based model for consumer behaviour. In section

2, activity costs per unit of activity time are assumed constant. Consumers’ preferences

exclusively depend on the process benefits of activities. An important result derived

from this simple model is that no universal equilibrium exists and multiple equilibria

emerged. They have been described as relative time scarcity, relative satiation and

relative money scarcity. Satiation with products occurs in situations of relative time

scarcity and relative satiation. Non-satiation with products occurs in case of relative

money scarcity.

Section 3 extends the model: activity costs per unit of activity time become a function

of activity quality, which consists of quality of input goods and use intensity of input

goods. To illustrate variable activity quality graphically we introduce a budget plane

in activity-space. Consumers’ preferences can subsequently depend on two sources of

value: process benefit and activity quality. Satiation with products strongly depends on
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consumers’ values of process benefit and activity quality. Irrespective of a consumer’s

time and income constraint, satiation with products is more likely to occur for consumers

who highly value process benefit than for those who highly value high activity quality.

From the perspective of a dynamic approach to consumer preferences, the corporate

sector has an incentive to raise consumers’ value for high activity quality in order to

sustain economic growth.

In section 5, we deploy a simple numerical example with three activities to depict and

analyze demand patterns. The model provides substantial support for the relevance of

different kinds of goods often neglected in standard microeconomic theory, like Giffen

goods or inferior goods. In case of satiation with products, Engel curves are horizontal

and demand curves are vertical. Empirical Engel curves and demand curves often resem-

ble these patterns and support the claim that satiation with products is an important

phenomenon.

Especially steep or horizontal demand curves have substantial implications for eco-

nomic policy. They highlight the limited influence of changes in relative prices on de-

mand. This has severe repercussions as, for example, Environmental Economics relies

heavily on relative price changes to tackle environmental problems. Our results provide

strong arguments against exclusively relying on price incentives. To tackle consumption

related challenges like sustainable consumption requires a strong focus on research about

institutional measures of economic policy.

Under the plausible assumption that normal working hours constitute a social norm,

our model highlights the importance of working time policy. Consumers in a situation

of relative time scarcity do not benefit from rising income as they are satiated with

products. Increase in process benefit hinges on reductions in normal working hours.

Satiation with products questions the focus on economic growth and policy measures

oriented towards economic growth. The concept of scarcity has been crucial and all-
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pervasive in conceiving of and analyzing economic relations, with focus firmly on eco-

nomic growth as the ultimate end. Satiation with products questions this focus on

economic growth as well as the policy measures introduced in an attempt to attain it.

Our paper illustrates some of the potential contributions resulting from an expansion of

economic analysis to incorporate satiation, and arguably provides a new lens through

which to perceive the central challenges of our times; complex challenges that are eco-

nomic, social and ecological in nature, requiring a broadening of present day analysis as

laid out above.
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A. List of important variables

Indices

i = 1...m – activities

j = 1...n – input goods

Time use

ai – time target for activity i

ti – realized activity time for activity i

Tuv – time use value

mTuv – marginal time use value

Restrictions

T – consumption time

M – disposable income

Other variables

G – goods requirements per unit of activity time (at use intensity 0)

ci – activity costs for activity i per unit of activity time

pj,i – Price of good j for activity i

pmin – vector of minimal goods prices (depending on quality of input goods)

pmax – vector of maximal goods prices (depending on quality of input goods)

ui – use intensity of input goods for activity i

qi – quality of input goods for activity i (section 3) / activity quality for activity i (sec-

tions 4 and 5)

ei – expenditure for activity i

ei,opt – expenditure for activity i at the optimal allocation of time∑m
i=1 ei – total expenditure

gI – effect of the level of use intensity on quantities (input goods) and activity costs

dg – vector of quantity reactions (input goods) to changes in use intensity

vc – vector of deviations of activity costs from average activity costs

dE – necessary expenditure reduction (to have a balanced budget)

dEv – effect of changing activity times on expenditure
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B. Algorithmic model

Behaviour under hierarchical relations between process benefit and activity quality can

be formalized the following way:

Maximize Tuv =
∑m

i=1[ti −
t2i
2ai

]

subject to
∑m

i=1 ti ≡ T∑m
i=1 citi ≤ M

with c = cI(q) ∗G ∗ p(q)

a, t, c ≥ 0

Two independent constraints in a model for three or more activities can result in negative

values of activity times and amounts of input goods. To make sure that activity times and

amounts of input goods do not take negative values requires incorporating the possibility

of discrete decisions (i.e. to quit activities or include new ones). Consequently, the

consumer choice problem is of an intractable kind and requires an algorithmic procedure

to be solved.

In section 2 behaviour has been subdivided into four elements (time adaption, time-

costs adaption, quality and quantity adjustment). Their relevance depends on which

of the three situations of relative scarcity a consumer faces. In accordance to that,

the following algorithmic model describes behaviour in three stages. The first stage

represents behaviour in situation A (i.e. time adaption). The second stage makes sure

that the consumer achieves the highest affordable level of activity quality for all process

benefit activities (i.e. quantity and quality adjustment). If activity quality of process

benefit activities is at its minimum and the consumer is still running a deficit, the third

stage prevents a violation of the budget constraint (i.e. time-costs adaption).16

16Like in the previous sections of this paper, multiplication of two vectors x ∗ y gives the entrywise
product.
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Stage 1: Time adaption

Time adaption adjusts activity times to maximize time use value. It guides the consumer

to the optimal allocation of time (i.e. the point at the time constraint where all mTuv’s

are equal). The vector of optimal activity times (topt) depends on time targets (vector

a) and available consumption time (T ).

topt = a ∗ 1∑
a
∗ T (14)

Stage 2: Quality and quantity adjustment

Quality and quantity adjustments determine activity costs per unit of activity time (c)

for all process benefit activities (activity costs for activity quality activities are predeter-

mined). Quality and use intensity of input goods were defined in the range [−1 ≤ q ≤ 1].

Consumers choose the highest affordable q (see subsection 3.3). Determination of qmax

requires a few calculations.

Activity costs depend on the amounts of goods times the respective goods prices

(equation 7). At use intensity 0 the vectors for maximum activity costs (cpmax) and

minimum activity costs (cpmin) are calculated the following way:

cpmax = G ∗ pmax (15)

cpmin = G ∗ pmin (16)

Substituting the respective elements of the resulting vectors into equation 10 gives

activity costs of any process benefit activity (ci) depending on quality.

ci =
ci,pmax − ci,pmin

2
∗ q +

ci,pmax + ci,pmin

2
(17)

To simplify this equation we define vectors k and d. The respective elements of the
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vectors for each activity are calculated the following way:

ki =
ci,pmax − ci,pmin

2
(18)

di =
ci,pmax + ci,pmin

2
(19)

The vector for activity costs, depending on quality can now be written as

c = k ∗ q + d (20)

To include quantity adjustments we only have to add equation 12 from page 19:

gI = dg ∗ q + 1

Activity expenditures after time adaption depend on optimal activity times (vector

topt) and q:

e(topt, q) = topt ∗ gI(q) ∗ (G ∗ p(q)) (21)

Substituting equation 12 and equation 20 into equation 21 gives:

eopt = topt ∗ (dg ∗ q + 1) ∗ (k ∗ q + d) (22)

Activity expenditure are a quadratic equation of q.

eopt = topt ∗ dg ∗ k ∗ q2 + topt ∗ (dg ∗ d+ k) ∗ q + topt ∗ d (23)

To compare total expenditure with disposable income (M) requires to sum up:

m∑
i=1

ei,opt =
m∑
i=1

(ti,opt ∗ dgi ∗ ki)∗q2+

m∑
i=1

(ti,opt ∗ (dgi ∗ di + ki))∗q+
m∑
i=1

(ti,opt ∗ di) (24)

This equation can be solved for disposable income. In case of an affordable level of
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q < −1, the consumer’s budget is too low to finance the optimal activity times. An

affordable level of q > 1 means the consumer can not spend his whole income.

qmax =


q q ∈ [−1, 1]

−1 q < −1

1 q > 1

(25)

The first case (q ∈ [−1, 1]) corresponds to situations of relative satiation, the second to

situations of relative money scarcity and the third to situations of relative time scarcity.

Stage 3: Time-costs adaption

Time-costs adaption affects activity times. It makes sure that the budget constraint is

not violated. If necessary, expenditures are brought in line with income by extending

the time spent with relatively cheap activities and reducing expensive activities.

Before applying time-costs adaption, the necessary expenditure reduction (dE) has

to be calculated. To get dE, total expenditure at minimum activity costs (cmin) is

subtracted from income (M).

dE = M −
∑

(topt ∗ cmin) (26)

Finding the necessary activity time adaption requires a few calculations. First, we

calculate a vector that illustrates the deviation of activity costs per unit of time (c) from

average activity costs per unit of time (c).

vc = c− c (27)

Vector vc identifies the relative costs of any activity. It is used to adapt activity times.

To get the necessary change in activity times we have to know the effect of changing
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activity times on expenditure. It is calculated the following way:

dEv =
∑

(vc ∗ cmin) (28)

The reduction in expenditure due to changes in activity times has to be equal necessary

savings (dE).

dE = −β ∗ dEv (29)

β identifies how strong deviations of activity costs from average activity costs have to

be considered to reach the necessary savings. A simple rearrangement of equation 29

illustrates the calculation of β:

β = − dE

dEv
(30)

Adapted activity times (t) are subsequently calculated the following way:

t = topt − vc ∗ β (31)

Time-costs adaption can only be applied as long as no activity is reduced to zero

activity time. Excluding an activity changes average activity costs c, the vector vc and

as a consequence the necessary β. To take exclusions (or inclusions) of activities into

account we have to extend the mechanism of time-costs adaption.

For any activity, a β can be calculated that reduces the respective activity time to

zero (βt0,i).

βt0,i = − topt,i
vc,i

(32)

The smallest positive β identifies the limiting activity: the first one reduced to zero
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activity time.

βmax = min (βt0) ∀ βt0 > 0 (33)

β or βmax are used to change activity times. If β is larger than βmax, βmax is applied.

t =

 topt + vc ∗ βmax β > βmax

topt + vc ∗ β otherwise
(34)

In case the change in activity times is limited by βmax, the achieved reduction is smaller

than required (dE). Further reduction is necessary. This is achieved by reapplying

time-costs adaption recursively without the excluded activity, i.e. changed parameters.

Equation 35 shows how the remaining necessary reduction (dEn) is calculated.

dEn = dE + βmax ∗ dEv (35)

A new vector (vn), not considering activities with zero activity time, is calculated.

ci,n =

 ci ti > 0

0 otherwise

vn = cn − cn

(36)

This process is repeated until the necessary costs reduction is achieved or only the

cheapest activity is left.
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